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KERNELS OF REPRESENTATIONS
AND GROUP EXTENSIONS

I.  SCHOCHETMAN

Abstract. We first determine the kernels of those unitary

representations of a locally compact group which are obtained by

integrating, inducing and tensoring. We then describe a broad class

of group extensions for which the previous results can be used to find

(1) the kernel of any representation and (2) necessary and sufficient

conditions for these extensions to be maximally almost periodic.

Introduction. The primary purpose of this paper is to determine the

kernel of any (unitary) representation of a reasonably general locally

compact group extension. (See §4 for a specific description of the exten-

sion.) Roughly speaking, the representations of such an extension are

obtained by successively tensoring, inducing and integrating (at least in

the separable case) representations of certain subgroups. In §1 we deter-

mine the kernel of a direct integral. (This is the only place where we find

it necessary to introduce separability assumptions.) This determination

has the effect of reducing our problem to the consideration of irreducible

representations only. In §2 we describe the kernel of an induced repre-

sentation, thus extending Lemma 2.1 of [11] to the nonseparable case.

Regarding the tensor product of representations, it is well known (see [9]

and [6, §17]) that the most useful kernel to determine is that of the tensor

product of projective representations or, more accurately, of representa-

tions of corresponding central group extensions of the circle. We do this

in §3. Finally, in §4 we describe the type of extension for which the

preceding results solve the problem stated at the beginning. This section

is essentially a combination and augmentation of R. J. Blattner's work

in [3] and the relevant results of J. M. G. Fell in §17 of [6], We conclude

by indicating how the previous results can be used to find necessary and

sufficient conditions for the extension to be maximally almost periodic.

Throughout this paper, C7 will be a locally compact group and all

representations will be unitary.  If h is a group homomorphism then
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ker(/i) will denote its kernel. In general we will not distinguish between

an object (e.g. representation, /_2-function or group extension) and its

equivalence class.

1. Direct integral representation. The first step in the solution of our

problem is to determine the kernel of a direct integral. As general references

for this section, we suggest [4, Chapter II, §§1-2] and [5, §8 and Appendix

A]. The following is easy to verify:

Lemma 1. Let {T'} be an arbitrary family of representations of G. IfT

is the direct sum ® T\ then ker(F)=D ker(F').

Now let (Z, 2ft, p) be a cr-finite measure space and./( ' the null sets in 38.

Lemma 2. Let ¿tf0 be a fixed separable Hubert space. Suppose G is

second countable and {Tz:zeZ} is a measurable field of representations of

G in ,"/(\. Denote L2iZ, 2ft, p, Ji"0) and $z Tz dpiz) by MJ and T respec-

tively.  Then

ker(F) =  U    D ker(F2),
ATof~   zeiV'

where N' is the complement of N in Z.

Proof. Let x e ker(F). Then for each/in Jf, we have Txf=f almost

everywhere on Z. Since p is equivalent to a finite measure, there is no

loss in generality if we assume 0<(a(Z)<co. Suppose {vn} is a countable

dense subset of Mj>. Then for each «, the function fniz)=vn, zeZ,

belongs to ?/C and iTxf„)iz)—iTx)ivn)=vn for z outside some null set

Nn. Let N= U Nn. Then N belongs to jV and x belongs to

r]{kev(r-):zeN'}.

This gives the forward inclusion. The reverse inclusion is straightforward.

Theorem 1. Suppose {Tz:z eZ} is a measurable field of representations

of G in the corresponding measurable field of Hubert spaces {3^z:zeZ}.

Denote ¡z 3tf* dp(z) and fz Tz dp(z) by M' and T respectively. Then once

again ker(F)=UJv^-nzs.v ker(F-*).

Proof. We first reduce the present problem to the one considered in

Lemma 2. For each p such that 1 ̂ /?^N0> let Zv be the set of z in Z for

which the dimension of Mz is/?. Note that Zv is in á?. Since the kernel of

any representation depends only on its equivalence class, we may suppose

jf '==¿f p for each z in Z„, where Jt„ is any /^-dimensional Hubert space.

Then, letting :^P=L2(Z„, .-ft \Z„, p\Zp, ¿f „), we see that

2/ep =     Jf1 dpiz)   and   Jf = ® {#?*: I ^ p ^ Xc}.
JZv
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Similarly, if we let Tp = $z  T"~ dpiz), then

T=@{TP:\ <^X0)/i(ZP)>0}.

Therefore, by Lemma 1, we have

ker(£) = (1 {ker(£"): 1 ^ p ^ X0, piZv) > 0}.

But by Lemma 2,

keríT») =   U        D    ker(T2),

where Jf\=jV\Zv. Observe now that if 1«(Z„)=0, then Zve^V~p and

consequently ker(r") = G (the intersection is over an empty index set).

Thus,

ker(£)= n{ker(P>):l ^ p <, X0}.

Now we verify the set equality in the statement of the theorem.

Let xeker(£), i.e. x e ker(£i'), 1^/?^K0. Then for each p, there

exists 7Y„ in jVp such that x e f) {ker(£z) :z G Nv r\Zv). Hence, N= U Np

belongs to Jf and 7V'= U iNP C\ZV). Let z e TV', i.e. z G Nv C\ZV, some p.

Then necessarily, xeker(£z), i.e. x e f] {ker(£-):z 6 N'}. Conversely,

suppose NgJt^ and xe f| {ker(Jz):z eiV"}, i.e. xekerfT*), for all

zeN'. Then NP=NC\ZV is in JV\ and 7V=U N„ is a disjoint union.

Once again N'=\J iNPr\ZP) so that

nker(Tz)=    H H     ker(Tz).
ze.V lSpS^o   wAVAZ»

Hence, for each p, x g n{ker(£z):z e NPC\ZP), where NvG.Arp, i.e.

x e ker(£p). This completes the proof.

Thus, in view of Théorème 8.5.2 of [5], the problem of determining the

kernel of any representation of a locally compact group reduces (in the

separable case) to the corresponding problem for any irreducible repre-

sentation.

2. Induced representations. The next step is to determine the kernel

of an induced representation. Let H be a closed subgroup of G and T a

representation of H. For the definition of UT we refer the reader to [2]

or [7] (see [8] for the separable case). Let AG (resp. An) be the modular

function for G (resp. H) and <5=AG/A7/.

Theorem 2. The function ô is a continuous homomorphism of H into the

positive reals and

ker(fJr) = ( H y ke^T)/"1) f] ( O y kerí^yA
\veG I \veü 1
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Proof. This is Lemma 2.1 of [11] in the nonseparable case. The proof

of this lemma extends very naturally to the case at hand, so we leave the

details to the reader.

3. Tensor product representation. The final consideration is the kernel

of a certain type of tensor product which we now discuss. The general

reference for this section is [6, §17]. The circle group will be denoted by C.

Let |: C-»-j//—»■„ G be a central (C,G) group extension, Fa £-repre-

sentation of H in the Hubert space M. Let U(J^) be the topological group

of unitaries on M, PU(Jf) the corresponding quotient of U(Jf) modulo

the circle group and p:U(Jf)-+PU(Jie') the canonical projection. Then

pT is a continuous homomorphism of H into PV(2/f) whose kernel

contains i(C), and F gives rise to a continuous homomorphism F° of G

into PU(J^f) (T° is a projective representation). We will denote ker(F°)

by ker:(F). Thus, ker-(F) is a closed normal subgroup of G and is

clearly equal to a(ker(pT)).

Now suppose Ík:C-*-ikHh-*-a¡¡G is a central (C,G) extension and

Tk is a ^-representation of Hk in the Hubert space Jfk for fe= 1, 2. Then

the outer tensor product F1 x T2 is a representation of Hx x H2 in Jf x x Jf 2.

Furthermore, H0={(h1, lu) e Hx x H2:a1(h1)=a2(h2)} is a closed subgroup

of HxxH2 and Ar0={(/1(c),/2(c-1)):c e C} is a closed normal subgroup

of //„. Let i1^„:C—>-i H-*■„ G be the product central extension where

H=H0/N0 (left cosets). Then it is easy to see that A^gker^x T2) and

consequently (Px T2)\H0 passes to a representation of H in Jf1 ® Jf2

which we denote by F1 ® T2; not surprisingly, this is a f^representation

of G. It is the "lifo-kernel" of this kind of tensor product which turns out

to be the most significant.

Remark. If each Tk is an ordinary representation of G, i.e. a

representation of Cx G, then F1 ® T2 is the usual tensor product. If G is

second countable and y.k is a multiplier corresponding to ft [1, pp. 24-25],

then Tk may be regarded as an ^.-representation of G and F1 ® T2 is an

a^-representation of G.

Theorem 3.    Let the notation be as above. Then

kerîiÎ4(P ® F2) = ker-^F1) n ker^(F2).

Proof.   Let

/> : c/(,# ! ® JT2) -* PV(M ! ® ,W2)   and   />ft : i/(JTfc) -* PU(Jtk),

k = 1, 2, be the canonical projections. Suppose x e ken ; (F1 ® F2). Then

there exists h in // such that a(h) = x and « e ker(Jo(F1 ® F2)). Con-

sequently, there exists (hlf h2) in H0 for which h = (h1, h2)N0 and

(F1 ® F\ . (F1 x F2)(Al,,2) - rj, ® F22.
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SincepHT1 ® T2)h) is trivial, it follows that Tjti g £A2„ must be a multiple

of the identity Ix ® £ of M\ ® <5f 2. The only way this can happen is if

TÏ is a multiple of 4> 'e- nke ker(/7t£Ä), ¿V = l,2. But x=cr(A) =

a(ihx,h2)N0) = axihx) = a2ih2), so that x belongs to ker^r^nker^r2).

For the other inclusion, observe that each of the above steps is reversible.

4. The group extension. Let us now describe the kind of extension to

which we referred in the introduction and see in particular how its irre-

ducible representations are constructed. What follows is a summary of

the main results of [3] (see [6, §16] also).

Suppose £/ is a locally compact group, N a closed normal subgroup,

N* the primitive ideal space with the usual hull-kernel topology and

HxN*-+N* the canonical transformation group. For each z in N*, let

Hz denote the corresponding (closed) stability subgroup and suppose

H\H, (left cosets) is <r-compact. If 5 is any representation of N, then

£s will denote the Glimm projection-valued measure determined by 5.

Finally, if we assume that N is regularly embedded in H, we have:

Theorem 4. Let the notation be as above. Then there exists a mapping

p:H-^>-N*¡H iorbit space) such that for 8 G N*jH, the mapping T—>-UT is

a bijection between {Tg H,:{z) is ET\S-thiek) and p_1(ö), where z is any

element of 6.

It is not known if p is onto in general. It will be if each z in N* is semi-

compact, i.e. N is type I (see [10] and [6, Proposition 17.3]). In any event,

this theorem together with Theorem 2 reduces our problem to determining

the kernel of a typical representation £ described in the last theorem. To

assist in this task, we can refine the description of £by making an addi-

tional assumption.

Lemma 3. Let z in N* be semicompact and S the unique element of Ñ

corresponding to z [3, p. 1109]. If Te Hz, then {-} is ET^-tliick if and only

if T\N is a multiple of S.

Let us assume for the time being that z and S are fixed as in the lemma,

HZ = H, G=H¡N and <5f is the Hilbert space of S. Then there exists

[6, §17] a central (C, C7) extension f : C->-,• AT-»■„ C7 constructed from S.

Let us briefly review this construction in the group extension case. Define

Q = {(£ V)eHx UiJt):ShJlh-x = VSnV~\ n g N}.

Then Q is a topological group, M = {in, Stl):n g N} is a closed normal

subgroup and K—Q\M. Let t.Q-^-K and tt:H-*G be the canonical

projections and define ß:Q—>-H by ßih, V)=h. Then a'=-nß is a continuous

homomorphism and ker(o-')2 M. The resulting continuous homomorphism
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of K into G is a which is necessarily onto by our assumption. Define

j: C-*Q by j(c) = (e, ci), where e is the identity of H and / is the identity

operator on M'. Then the mapping i:C—>-K is given by i(c)—r(j(c)). If

h is in H, the elements V of U(Jtf) for which («, V) e Q form a unique

coset in PU(Jt) which we will call S¡t. Then «->S¿ is a homomorphism

of H into PU(^f). Since z is semicompact, 5' is continuous and con-

sequently, ß, a' and a are all open. It follows that C -+¡ O —>-ß H is a

central (C, H) extension which we denote by 7r|.

Proposition 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence W+-+Tbetween the

^-representations W of G and the representations T of H for which T\N

is a multiple of S.

Proof. This is Theorem 17.1 of [6] for group extensions. The corre-

spondence W—>-T is given as follows. The Hubert space of Fis the tensor

product of the Hubert spaces of S and W, and for each /; in H we have

Th= V ® Jf,.,,,^,, where Kis any element of U(J? ) such that (h, V) belongs

to Q. The operator Th depends only on h. Notice that Wr is a (ttÇ)-1-

representation of H and 5" is a projective representation of H. For obvious

reasons we will denote this hybrid representation by S' C* Wr.

Proposition 2.   Let the notation and assumptions be as above. Then

ker(5' ® Wr) = ker(S') n kerU|)-i(WT).

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 above. We leave the

details to the reader. Note that keru¡)-i(Wr)=TT-1(kcTriiW)).

If it happens that there exists a n-f-representation S" of H in M satisfying

pS"=S'ß (where p:U(My-^PU(M)), then S" ® Wr is a legitimate

representation of H (as in §3), 5"' ® Wr=S' ® Wr, and by Theorem 3,

ker(S'« Wr) = kerT|(S") n ker(irí)_i( Wt).

Observe that such S" will exist if H is second countable [1, Chapter 1,

§4].
As an application of the above consider the following. In Theorem 2.6

of [11] we gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the extension H

(as in Theorem 4) to be maximally almost periodic provided it was second

countable. The discussion there can be naturally enlarged so as to do the

same here. Specifically, if H is as above, then condition (ii) of Theorem

2.6 (interpreted in the more or less obvious way) is equivalent to the

maximal almost periodicity of H. If we also assume N is type I, then

condition (iii) of Theorem 2.6 is also equivalent. Finally, the two corol-

laries following this theorem are also valid. We leave the verifications of

these claims to the interested reader.
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